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A high-fidelity model of acoustic-gravity waves from
volcanic eruptions

Purpose and aims
This project concerns advanced mathematical models and accurate numerical methods,
for reliable prognosis of acoustic-gravity waves (infrasound) from volcanic eruptions in
realistic 3D environments. Volcanic eruptions are some of the most spectacular and dev-
astating natural phenomena known. A recent reminder was the explosive events at Eyjaf-
jallajökull (Figure 1), Iceland, that shut down air traffic to Europe in 2010. Furthermore,
the gases and ashes released into the atmosphere during eruptions influence the climate
significantly. To accurately assess volcanic hazards and reliably forecast the onset and
duration of eruptions, it is necessary to develop a comprehensive understanding of the
physical processes determining magma transport within the crust. Because the active
magma transport system is largely inaccessible to direct observations, we must turn to
indirect measurements of ground deformation, seismic waves, and acoustic waves in the
atmosphere (infrasound) to monitor and predict events. The diverse nature of volcanic ac-
tivity produces a wide variety of infrasound signals and recent monitoring activities have
provided a wealth of infrasound data. Computational modelling tools to interpret this data
and use it for eruption forecasting is currently lacking.
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Figure 1: Schematic of a dome-building eruption, generating infrasound (left). An erup-
tion starts once the dome breaks (b). The 2010 volcano eruption at Eyjafjallajökull (right).

Project description
The present project will be done in collaboration with professor Eric Dunham’s group
at Stanford University. The first main focus is to derive a high-fidelity 3D atmospheric
wave propagation model based on the linearised Euler equations, suitable for long-range
wave propagation of various low-frequency waves. There are three different types of
low-frequency waves, triggered by volcanic source processes, present in the atmosphere:
internal gravity waves, infrasound waves and the Lamb wave. It is essential to capture
all three type of waves. The huge computational 3D domain, and the need to accurately
resolve three very different types of low-frequency waves require the combination of high-
order accurate numerical methods and high performance computing (HPC). The second
main focus is to derive a high-order accurate finite difference approximation of the wave
propagation model. The number of unknowns in the numerical model is expected to be
of the order of 1012 and HPC is a vital part in a successful implementation.
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Initially, the volcanic forcing of the atmosphere will be modeled by hot volcanic frag-
ments into the troposhere, idealizing the gas and ash cloud as a point source. A volcanic
eruption injects both mass and thermal energy. The linearised Euler equation model will
thus be extended with volcanic forcing of the atmosphere through mass injection and en-
ergy injection point-sources. A quasi-1D eruption model, that describes both magma flow
during eruption and perturbations about that flow, is currently being developed in col-
laboration with professor Eric Dunham’s group at Stanford University. The time-history
of mass and thermal energy flux from the quasi-1D eruption model will be used as in-
frasound source data in the high-fidelity 3D atmospheric infrasound propagation model.
This is the third main focus in the present project. This coupling will allow us to capture
both the (nonlinear) generation and the (linear) propagation of acoustic-gravity waves
from volcanic eruptions with high-fidelity.

Significance
Tangible discoveries about volcanoes would likely result from this project. This would
be the first model that would permit direct use of the infrasound data to place constraints
on the eruptive fluid dynamics within the conduit. Volcanoes provide powerful and some-
times repetitive sources of infrasound for testing models of atmospheric propagation and
making inferences about atmospheric structure. Having a high-fidelity numerical wave-
propagation model that accurately simulates volcano infrasound, combined with infra-
sound monitoring, opens up for inverse modelling of the atmosphere. This is something
that will be addressed in a recently initiated project together with Marco Kupiainen at the
Rossby Centre, SMHI.

Qualification
A suitable background for this position would be a Master of Science in Mathematics,
Physics or Engineering, with a specialization in numerical analysis and scientific compu-
tation. A vital part of this project concerns HPC, due to the massive scale of the compu-
tational models. It is expected that the applicant has excellent programming knowledge
in C/C++/Fortran or Python and HPC. A good knowledge in mathematical modelling us-
ing partial differential equations, and stability analysis using the energy method counts
as merits. Moreover, applicants must be strongly motivated for doctoral studies, possess
the ability to work independently and perform critical analysis as well as possessing good
levels of cooperative and communicative abilities.
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